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Abs t r ac t 

The stability of the internal kink mode is reinvestigated taking into account the con

tribution of perpendicular compressibility, obtained by solving the drift kinetic equation. 

The resulting stability condition yields threshold values typically larger than the conven

tional Bussac criterion. For the case of ultra-flat safety factor profiles, the mode can be 

stable also in the absence of line-bending. • *o -
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Sawtooth activity can preclude the attainement of ignited operations on devices like 

ITER, due to the combined effect of flattening of the ion temperature profile in the 

central part of the discharge and a-particle losses from the p'asma core. Thus, the 

stability against the internal kink mode sets a very stringent limit to the maximum 

achievable 3 value. Here. 3 is defined as 3 = 2p/B2. where p is the plasma pressure 

and B is the magnetic field strength. The stability of the internal-kink mode is usually 

described within the context of the ideal MHD model, following the work by Bussac et 

al.1 . In that paper, the case of non-vanishing shear inside the q = 1 region, with q being 

the safety factor, was considered. In such a case it car. be shown that at the lowest order 

in e = ri/R. with g(rj) = 1 and R being the major radius, the displacement of the plasma 

takes the form of a rigid shift of the q = 1 region. The term responsible for the instability 

is proportional to the pressure gradient. In addition, toroidal effects, associated with the 

coupling of the dominant m. = 1 component to the m = 2 and m = 0 components of 

the eiger.function, yield a stabilizing contribution. Therefore the mode turns out to be 

stable for 3P < 3pc where Jp is defined as 3P = - ( i ? / r j ) 2 /0
r' r23'dr and 3pc is a coefficient 

which depends only en the current density profile. In the original Bussac paper. Jpe 

was estimated for a parabolic current density profile, obtaining 3pc a; 0.3. It has been 

recently pointed out.2 that the value 0.3 tends to overestimate the threshold and that a 

more realistic estimate yields 3pc as 0.1. However, the ideal MHD model is inadequate 

to fully account for the physical effects relevant for a relatively weak instability as the 

internal kink mode. In fact, at the same order in e at which the destabilizing terms 

appear, also other kinetic effects can be relevant. The most important modification 

prevfously considered is associated to the presence of a population of energetic particks 

and it has been studied in Ref. [3-6]. Sawtooth-free operations can indeed be envisaged. 

due to the stabilizing effect of hot particles.5,6 The aim of the present paper is to point 

out that, even in the absence of energetic particles, perpendicular compressibility of the 
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thermal trapped particles can produce a significant stabilizing effect which can determine, 

in situation of praticai interest, the actual stability of the internal kink mode. Such an 

effect, which has been considered first in Ref. [7]. is obviously absent in the stability 

analysis based on the one-fluid MHD model, and indeed the effect of compressibility in 

the Bussac calculation can be exactly minimized to zero. Preliminar results have been 

presented in Ref. [S] 

The stability of the system is described by the ideal MHD model 

-Jpl = ójx B + JxÓB- V -6p (1) 

6j=VxSB, 6B = Vx{ZxÉ) . (2) 

with j and B being the equilibrium current density and magnetic field. The pressure 

tensor expression is 6 P= Sp± / +(&P[\ ~ àp±)bb where J is the unit matrix and 6 the 

unit vector in the direction of the equilibrium magnetic field. 

The perpendicular and parallel pressure contribution can be splitted into a convective 

and a compressional part (denoted by the superscript c), 6p± = — £x • Vpx + ^P± and 

dpu = — £_[_• Vp|| + $pjj, with òpx(||) = T.J ^Pini) and 7 = i.t labels the species. In addition. 

àPx — (mj/'2)f<PvvlHlj). dpj'f = nij f d?vvf\H{j) and H{}) is the compressional part of 

the perturbed distribution function. 

The explicit form of H{j) is obtained by solving the drift kinetic equation 

v,,fr • Vff"» - i(u/ - ^)H^ = -i(u; - «mTipLy±FMi . (3) 

where <j> is the electrostatic potentia' related to the perpendicular displacement as V<£ = 

iu(B x £x). Moreover umTi = -i(TjltjB)(b x VlnFMj) • V, u4- = -ivdj • V, VQ is the 

magnetic drift velocity, FM, is a maxwellian distribution function and the velocity space 

variables are the energy per unit mass E = v2/2 and the magnetic moment ft = v\flB. 
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The usual variational procedure is followed here, which corresponds to successive 

minimization of the energy functional, order by order in e. The energy functional is 

obtained by scalar multiplying Eq.(l) by £* and integrating over the volume, and it is 

given by 

DlS) = 6I + 6W.MHD + 6Wke , (4) 

where the first term 61 = —(l/2)u:2/<fr/9|£|2 is the kinetic energy functional, which is 

zero for marginally stable modes, the second term is the usual MHD contribution 

SWMHD =-\jdT [Bi\V • L + 2fc • «!2 

-2(U^p)(llH) + \6BL\2-ll-{j^xèB)\ , (5) 

where K is the equilibrium magnetic field curvature, and the last term is the compressional 

contribution given by 

me = -\jdr[6fiV • & - (6?l - 6?L){<i\ • AC)] . (6) 

Equation(4) is the Kruskal-Oberman energy principle." In the MHD case the compres

sional contribution is given by 6Wke = 5/6/c/rp|(V • £)|2 and can be set to zero by a 

proper choice of the parallel displacement. \n the present analysis this term is evaluated 

by solving Eq.(3) and allows us to retain the effects of finite plasma compressibility. 

The minimization of the energy functional £({) at the first two orders in e is satis

fied by a displacement £(r,0.o) = £<°>(r,M) + efWfr,*,*) such that V • |*°> » 0 and 

V • £( ,) = -2£(0) • K, r, 0, <j> being the usual radial, poloidal and toroidal variables. It is 

important to note that the explicit form of £(0) depends on the ordering of (1 - q) inside 

the q = 1 surface. 
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In the limit 11 - q[r)) = 0(1) inside the q = 1 surface, £(0) is a rigid displacement 

with radial component £r0( r) = £oe'ia~o) for r < r, and £ro(r) = 0 for r t < r < a, where a 

is the minor radius. Therefore, using the rigid displacement as trial function and solving 

Eq.(3) with the ordering ^,-J.JJ « u> << w», = el^2v,j/qR, 6Wkc can be evaluated 

following the calculation of the hot particle contribution given in Ref. [3]. 

For the trapped particles. Eq.(3) yields 6 - VHl]) = 0. i.e. H™ = H{
0'

]'e'<»'-"*>. 

The quantity HQ is determined by orbit averaging the next order equation yielding 

£x • Ke,?ff > (m:E/Tj)F\ij "/here < ... > denotes bounce averaging. The 

circulating-particle contribution is negligible. By considering a parabolic pressure profile 

p(r) = po(l — r2/rl), the final expression for 6Wkc turns out to be 

6w**2*mr-^?lml»n&?, (7) 
with MI = 4/o <fAA[2£(A) - A'(A)]2/A'(A) « 1.1 and £(A)? A'(A) being complete elliptic 

integrals. Following Ref. [1]. the minimized functional at the fourth order can be finally 

written in the following form 

D = -3:7(1 - q0)(3
2

p - 3]e) + | ( 2 « ) ^ M I ^ = 0 . (8) 

with q0 the central value of the safety factor. If the compressional contribution is ne

glected, the usual instability criterion 3P > 3pe is recovered. However, for small values of 

j3vc, the instability condition becomes 

^'«""fc^i • (9) 

Therefore, for q0 approaching unity the stabilizing eiFect associated to compressibility 

may dominate over the effect of toroidal coupling. 
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The above calculation fails for i 1 - q(r)) = 0(e) inside the q = 1 surface. In this 

case, as shown in Ref. [9]. the minimization of the energy integral at the first two orders 

produces only a perpendicular displacement equal to zero for rx < r < a. No information 

about £ro(r) for 0 < r < r, is obtained, and the cylindrical contribution turns out to be 

already 0(e4). Stability is determined, at the fourth order, by minimization of SWMHD 

and SWkc, with respect to £ro(r) and £ri(r). In the inner region. 0 < r < rl7 the Euler-

Lagrange equations for the m = 1 and m = 2 components may be explicitly integrated 

to obtain an integro-differential eigenvalue equation for sro(r) a t marginal stability9 

d_ 
dx 

x(l-qix)) — + oU)x2Ai / a{x)x2Udx - 3kx
3f%0 = 0 , (10) 

Jo 
r1 

JO 

where i = r/r , , a(x) = 2fl/(r,B2)(dp/<£x), A, = (C, + 3)/(l - C,) with C, = 

((xd^=2)/dx)/^=2ì)x=ì. and the term 3k(x) = (15/8» )(p(i)/B2)(2r1/i?)1/Vi is re-

lated to the compressional contribution. A small term, resulting from the orbit average 

for circulating particles, has been neglected in Eq.(lO). Equation (10) can be solved ana

lytically if the kinetic term ifcj;
3/2^r0 is replaced by Jko^ro, ^to being constant. Such an 

approximation is not expected to produce major differences with respect to the general 

case. In addition, the following model profiles for the safety factor and the pressure are 

assumed: q(r) = q0 for 0 < r < r, - 6. with 6q0 = 1 - qo > 0 and 6 « rx the width 

of the layer around the surface q{rx) = 1; q(r) = 1 + s(r - rt) for rt — 6 < r, with the 

shear value over the r/(ri ) surface givn by 5 = riòq0/S: the pressure profile is parabolic, 

a = Qji with ai = -ipoRri/(r^B2). In such a case the solution for 0 < r < r, — 6 is given 

by 

w* )-3Cr&+**'- (u) 

with At = a\Ai So x3Zrodx. v = -1+( 1 +/W*<?o),/2 an<* M being a constant determined 
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from the matching with the solution in the region r, — 6 < r. On matching the solution 

of the inner region with that of the external region and substituting Eq.(ll) into the 

definition of .4,, the following threshold condition is obtained 

3ko -S6q0 = 2a, Ai 

2s6qoìi 

12 

- 1 
' M 

e-^x*+4) 
112) 

with Tf = l-(l+43ko/s2y/2. For Sq0 « 3)£, the solution of Eq.( 12) yields the following 

threshold 3P value: 

.»/* 

independent of the parameter 77. In the opposite limit. 6q0 » 3ja , the threshold 

depends both on r\ and on .s. Note, however, that only the limit 3^ « s is consistent 

with the model, since d/r, << 1 has been assumed (Sqo « s). In such a case, the 

threshold 3P value is given by 

, 15m r\ /2r ,y / 2 

p ~ 16- A,rf \ R ) 
(14) 

If the safety factor is even-where above unity (£<jo < 0), the result of Ref. [9] is recovered. 

namelv 

*-&&&?+*&%» (15) 

Equation (10) has been numerically solved using the same model g-profile. The result 

is shown in Fig.(l) (curve a). Also shown in the same figure is the result of the simplified 

dispersion relation Eq.(12) (curve b). The quantity At depends on the solution for the 

m — 1 component of the perturbation in the region outside the q — 1 surface (see Eq.(15) 
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of Ref. [9]). The quantity A] has been numerically determined using the following model 

q-profile, q = 1 + (g„ — l)r2/a2 . and it is plotted in Fig.2 vs. a/rt for different value of 

the edge safety factor ga. 

As a concluding remark we want to stress that the results of our paper show how 

the internal kink mode can be stable for finite values of the pressure gradient also in the 

absence of any line bending contribution (Sqo = 0). The threshold value for 0 on-axis is 

given by 

where the parameter \ has been approximated, for qa = 3. as \ t = 8.2(ri/a)2. Upon 

taking a peaking factor p0 / < p > ~ 3 and a giobai aspect ratio R/a = 3. and assuming 

30 = 5 x 10~2 at ignition, the above equation yields instability if the q = 1 radius exceeds 

the value r^/a « 0.4. This result may be relevant to the choice of accessible scenarios in 

ignition-oriented machines. 
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Figure captions: 

Fig.l Threshold l3p vs. óq* = 1 - </0 for At = 1.3. r,/J? = 0.07, r0/R = 0.14 and the 

model -̂profile q{r) = $> for 0 < r < ri — S, with è' « ri; q(r) = 1 T s(r - r,) for 

rl — 6 < r, with i = r^qo/6. Curve a) is the numerical solution of Eq.(10), while curve 

b) is the result of the simplified dispersion relation Eq.(12). 

Fig.2 Coefficient A] vs. a/rx and different g. values, a) qa = 3 and b) qa = 5. The 

model q-profile for the region g > l i s q = l + (gB — l)r2/a2. 
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